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History and Purpose 
Tri-State Water Resource Coalition is an alliance of municipalities, counties and water providers 
from Southwest Missouri. The Coalition incorporated as a not-for-profit 501c4 corporation in 
2003. Our sole purpose is to ensure adequate, affordable, long-term water supply for 
Southwest Missouri. We are working collaboratively to meet a critical and certain need for 
future water supply which will likely come from one or more Corps of Engineers lakes. 

Our members hail from a 16-county footprint which includes Taney, Stone, Christian, Greene, 
Polk, Hickory, St. Clair, Cedar, Dade, Lawrence, Barry, McDonald, Newton, Jasper, Barton, and 
Vernon Counties. Members pay dues to fund the organization. Current members are Branson, 
Carthage, Christian County, City Utilities of Springfield, Empire District Electric Company, 
Greene County, Jasper County, Joplin, Lamar, Missouri American Water Company, Monett, Mt. 
Vernon, Nixa, Pierce City, Republic, Springfield, and Stone County.  

The Southwest Missouri Joint Municipal Water Utility 
Commission (SWMO Regional Water) is a separate 
but sister organization to Tri-State Water Coalition.  It 
was brought to legal life by the Coalition for the 
purpose of building regional water delivery 
infrastructure projects. It is a governmental sub-
division authorized in Missouri law through the Joint 
Municipal Utility Commission Act, Sections 393.700 
to 393.770 RSMo. Current members are Branson, 
Carthage, City Utilities of Springfield, Joplin, Lamar, 
Monett, Mt. Vernon, and Nixa. 

Our 16-county footprint has a population of ~816,000 people. It is projected to have over a 
million people by 2030 (https://www.missouriecoomy.org/indicators/population/pop_proj_2030.stmn) and 
is the fastest growing region in Missouri.  

Rapid population growth, increased population densities, cyclical drought, aquifer 
sustainability, and continued economic competitiveness will require additional water supply to 
meet growing demand in this area.  

About half the residents of Missouri get their water from major rivers. Unlike residents in 
Kansas City and St. Louis, citizens in Southwest Missouri do not have a major river like the 
Missouri and the Mississippi as a water source. Southwest Missouri communities are very 
groundwater dependent.  Only five communities in the 16-county footprint have access to 
surface water.  The rest draw their water from the common Ozarks Plateau Aquifer.  

The chart below shows the projected growth in demand for water in Southwest Missouri by 
2060, using three different growth scenarios: low, medium and high. With high growth the 
demand is projected to increase 72.2% by 2060. A medium growth rate is projected to increase 
demand by 36.8% by 2060. Our current water supplies are not adequate to meet projected 
future needs. 

https://www.missourieconomy.org/indicators/population/pop_proj_2030.stm
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Estimated growth in demand by 2060 for Tri-State’s 16-county region 

 
*Source: Southwest Missouri Water Resource Study (Phase I), sponsored by Missouri Department of Natural 
Resources, Corps of Engineers Kansas City and Little Rock Districts, and Tri-State Water Resource Coalition 

** 2010 is the baseline forecast and remains constant for all scenarios 

http://tristatewater.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/S-W-MO-Water-Demands-Study-2010-to2060-Final-1-7-
2013-Part-1.pdf 

 

Because of our heavy reliance on groundwater, additional supply will likely be surface water 
which will protect the sustainable use of groundwater, provide adequate water supply during 
droughts, and meet peak-use demands for our region as it grows beyond its current supply. 

Tri-State Water Coalition was incorporated in 2003 by a group of community leaders concerned 
about long-term water supply.  Earlier that same year a regional groundwater study, the Source 
of Supply Study for Joplin (Whitman) (http://oldsite.tristatewater.org/whitman_report.pdf), had been 
conducted for Jasper and Newton counties. The purpose of the study was to investigate a 
number of issues related to water supply, in particular the ability of the Ozark Aquifer to sustain 
long-term population growth in the Joplin area. The bottom line conclusion of the study was 
that current water sources would not be adequate for future demand, especially during 
drought, and that limits might be reached in a relatively short time-frame.  

The Joplin/Whitman report noted that between 1990 and 2000 the population of Jasper and 
Newton counties grew by 16%, and personal income grew in the region by more than 50%, as a 
result of business development and expansion. Other communities in Southwest Missouri were 
also experiencing similar concerns about adequate long-term water supply because of 
population growth, business expansion, and projected future demand.  

As demand for water increases, local drinking water suppliers must add to their system 
capacity. The most common approach to increase the capacity of any growing municipal system 
in Southwest Missouri is to drill new deep wells into the Ozark Aquifer as additional water is 
needed.  However, additional wells create problems with well operation and production 
because of drawdowns due to pumping.  A drawdown (or cone of depression) is an area around 
a well where the level of the groundwater declines, making it more difficult and expensive to 
pump. Additional wells can also be problematic in areas where a legacy of mining has 
contaminated soils. Further, wells in proximity to one another compete for the same water and 
create “interference”, that is, they hinder one another’s productivity, especially during drought. 

Estimated S.W. Missouri Baseline and Projected Average Water Demands to 2060 (GPD)* 

YEAR HIGH GROWTH MEDIUM GROWTH LOW GROWTH 

2010** 339,305,578 339,127,961 339,127,961 

2030 415,363,908 383,749,431 359,463,049 

2060 584,263,474 464,011,711 388,331,036 

% INCREASE 72.2% 36.8% 14.5% 

http://tristatewater.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/S-W-MO-Water-Demands-Study-2010-to2060-Final-1-7-2013-Part-1.pdf
http://tristatewater.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/S-W-MO-Water-Demands-Study-2010-to2060-Final-1-7-2013-Part-1.pdf
http://oldsite.tristatewater.org/whitman_report.pdf
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Within a few years the Coalition had grown to encompass the 16-county footprint it serves 
today.  The largest metropolitan statistical areas within that footprint are Springfield 
(~540,000), Joplin (~200,000) and Branson (~84,000) (US Census Bureau). Branson, a tourism 
economy, hosts an additional 9 million visitors a year and growing. 
https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/index.xhtml).  

Monett and Carthage are important industrial hubs and employers in the region.  For example, 
Monett’s daytime population increases 4,800 per day, going from 8,954 to 13,754 (www.city-

data.com). The jobs of that workforce are very dependent on water. Monett industrial water use 
is 60%-70% of total municipal water use, depending on the time of year. Adequate water supply 
translates into thousands of jobs, especially in these industrial hubs. In the Lamar area 
agriculture is a major economic driver and a large user of groundwater. And many smaller 
communities across the region would benefit from a modern long-term regional water supplier 
rather than each community paying all the costs of individual system upgrades. It is more 
efficient and less expensive to share the costs and the benefits across multiple communities.  

To ensure adequate, affordable, long-term water supply for Southwest Missouri, Tri-State 
Coalition has analyzed various options for the region including Grand Lake, Stockton Lake, Table 
Rock Lake, Truman Lake, and Beaver Lake. In addition to evaluations of current water bodies, 
the Coalition researched 17 different potential sites for development of one or more reservoirs. 
(http://oldsite.tristatewater.org/Final_Report_MO_screening%2007-09-09.pdf) 

http://oldsite.tristatewater.org/Supplemental_Reservoir_Study_07-23-2010.pdf 

Rather than build a reservoir, the board of directors of the Coalition chose to prioritize already 
impounded water. After consideration, the Coalition identified Stockton Lake and Table Rock 
Lake as priority alternatives.  

In 2007 the Coalition submitted letters of request to the US Army Corps of Engineers to 
consider water supply storage reallocation from Stockton Lake and Table Rock Lake (Pomme de 
Terre Lake was later added). Other options remain as possibilities for the future, if first priority 
options do not work out.   

Evaluating these Corps lakes as possible drinking water supply sources requires a series of 
feasibility studies evaluating supply, demand, projected supply gaps, needs of and impacts to all 
users of the lakes, whether structural or operational modifications are needed, the cost of 
storage, and more. The feasibility studies document other potential sources of water and 
evaluate how adequately they could address the water supply need in the region.  

Once one or more additional water sources are acquired, the Coalition will support the SWMO 
Regional Water Commission in building water infrastructure projects to deliver the additional 
water to regional communities.   

About Corps of Engineers Reservoirs and Reallocations 
Stockton, Table Rock, and Pomme de Terre lakes are man-made lakes which were built by the 
US Army Corps of Engineers. The Corps of Engineers is an agency within the U.S. Department of 
Defense and has both civilian and military responsibilities. Under the Corps Civil Works Program 
the Corps plans, constructs, operates, and maintains a wide range of water resources projects.  

https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/index.xhtml
http://www.city-data.com/
http://www.city-data.com/
http://oldsite.tristatewater.org/Final_Report_MO_screening%2007-09-09.pdf
http://oldsite.tristatewater.org/Supplemental_Reservoir_Study_07-23-2010.pdf
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The Corps of Engineers manages more than 450 lakes in 43 states in the U.S. They manage 
these for various authorized purposes such as flood control, hydropower, water supply, 
recreation, fish and wildlife, and water quality.  Some Corps lakes are used for water supply, 
others are not. The Corps has 136 multiple purpose projects that contain storage for water 
supply in 25 states and Puerto Rico.  (http://www.corpsresults.us/watersupply/watersupply.cfm) 

Corps of Engineer lakes are managed by the Corps and belong to all U.S. citizens. They are held 
in trust, in perpetuity, for the benefit of current and future generations of Americans, who are 
the beneficiaries. 

In recent years, as demand for public water supply has increased along with the U.S. 
population, the Corps of Engineers has “reallocated” water storage in Corps lakes to help meet 
the needs of thirsty communities. That is, water storage which previously had been used for 
other beneficial uses was reallocated or reassigned to use as public drinking water supply. 
Without water, communities cannot survive, making it a higher and best use for water storage 
in many circumstances.  It makes good sense to use already impounded water from Corps lakes 
to provide additional public drinking water supply, especially considering that the lakes belong 
to the citizens. 

Water providers cannot withdraw water from a Corps lake without permission, even if it is 
needed – even if a community sits right on the edge of a Corps lake.  To use water from Corps 
lakes requires approval from the Corps of Engineers.  To obtain approval a feasibility study must 
be completed, analyzing and documenting many things, including the potential effects to the 
other authorized purposes. Given the complexity of the analysis, and the constraints of funding 
and staffing, it can take years to complete the process.   

If Tri-State Water Coalition’s request for reallocation of storage for public drinking water supply 
is eventually approved, the Corps will offer the Coalition an opportunity to purchase a specified 
portion of water supply storage, which would be reallocated from another beneficial use or 
purpose. A reallocation shifts the way storage is approved for use within a lake, rather than 
taking more from the lake, and requires payment for the right to use that water storage.  

The Corps of Engineers is organized geographically into districts which are defined by 
watershed boundaries for civil works projects.  Stockton and Pomme de Terre Lakes are part of 
the Kansas City District and Table Rock Lake is part of the Little Rock District. The Corps of 
Engineers Kansas City and Little Rock Districts, with support from the Missouri Department of 
Natural Resources, have worked with Tri-State Water Coalition since 2007 to evaluate the 
Coalition’s requests for reallocated water storage.  

The Kansas City District anticipates completion of the Stockton Lake reallocation study in 2019.  
The reallocation study for Pomme de Terre Lake is in progress, and the reallocation study for 
Table Rock Lake has been postponed until the Corps of Engineers Little Rock District completes 
a study of the entire White River System (five reservoirs of which Table Rock Lake is one). 

“Pools” and “Beneficial Uses” 

The Corps of Engineers designates various kinds of storage, or “pools”, within a lake, including 
multi-purpose (or conservation) pool, flood pool, and inactive pool. They assign access to use of 
storage for various beneficial uses such as power generation, flood control, recreational use, 

http://www.corpsresults.us/watersupply/watersupply.cfm
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water supply, and wildlife and ecosystem protection. Each lake has a unique profile of 
beneficial uses assigned to the various pools.  

Reallocation of water storage in a Corps lake may have different effects on the lake, depending 
on a number of variables, including which pool the water storage is reallocated from, for what 
purpose, and how much storage is approved. A reallocation of storage is analyzed carefully to 
consider all potential effects, including on the various beneficial uses of the lake.  

Maintaining Lake Levels 

While a lake surface varies over the course of each year, Corps lakes are managed with a goal of 
maintaining a specific water surface elevation, taking into account the pools, beneficial uses, 
and other variables like weather. If use of the storage in a lake is reallocated, or transferred 
from one beneficial user to another, then the water is still used, just for a different purpose.  
For example, water being used for power generation might be reallocated away from power 
generation to the use of municipal and industrial water supply. Regardless of how uses are 
assigned, the Corps manages the lake to maintain a designated surface level. 

It is worth noting that the amount of water storage Tri-State Water Coalition has requested for 
additional public drinking water supply is very small when compared to the volume of the lakes 
being evaluated. It is also worth noting that the requested amount is very small when 
compared to the amounts currently being used for other beneficial uses in those lakes. 

How Water Storage Reallocation Works 

The illustration below shows how water storage is allocated in a Corps of Engineers lake. The 
beneficial uses may be reassigned within the lake but the surface of the lake is managed to the 
same level. If a small section of water storage has been reallocated from one beneficial use to 
another, the managed surface level of the lake remains the same, but the uses of the storage 
within the lake shift slightly.  

 

 EXAMPLE OF POOLS AND ALLOCATED STORAGE IN CORPS LAKES 

 
Graphic provided by the Kansas City District, Corps of Engineers 
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Example Projects: Public Water Supply from Corps of Engineers Lakes 

Clarence Cannon Wholesale Water Commission 

Mark Twain Lake, a Corps of Engineers lake, sits about 20 miles 
southwest of Hannibal, Missouri, in northeast Missouri.  The dam, built 
on the Salt River, was dedicated in 1984. One of its original purposes 
was water supply.  Clarence Cannon Wholesale Water Commission was 
established in 1983 to provide regional water supply using water from 
Mark Twain Lake.   

Their first build was 1991-1992 and today they provide wholesale treated water to 19 cities and 
9 rural water districts through 310 miles of water transmission mains in 14 counties. They are a 
not-for-profit governmental subdivision (like SWMO Regional Water) and they run in the black 
– that is, their operations and expenses are funded through rates and revenue.  

The State of Missouri was a third party to the water storage purchase contract with the Corps 
of Engineers and continues to hold a portion of the water storage which was allocated to 
Clarence Cannon Wholesale Water Commission for regional supply. 

City Utilities of Springfield Water Storage at Stockton Lake 

In 1996 City Utilities of Springfield (CU) received a reallocation of water storage in Stockton 
Lake for public drinking water supply.  Stockton Lake is part of the Sac River system. Water 
flows into the lake from the Sac River and is retained by Stockton Dam (completed September, 
1968), which creates the impounded lake. Once water is released through the dam, in 
accordance with the assigned beneficial uses, it continues downstream.  

As with all water bodies, more water flows through the system if it has been raining, less if it 
has been dry. The Corps works to maintain the surface level of the lake at an assigned level 
(867’) within the constraints of Mother Nature, providing a relatively stable surface level. 

The maximum amount to which CU gained access through their reallocation in 1996 was 50,000 
acre feet per year. An acre foot is the amount of water it would take to cover an acre of land 
with one foot of water.  City Utilities paid about $12 million for this water storage – funds that 
went directly to the U.S. Treasury, not to the Corps (as required by law).  

That water storage has since been used on an as-needed basis to supplement the other water 
sources CU uses to provide water to the citizens of Springfield, Missouri.  During drought this is 
a critical water source for CU. Over 35 billion gallons have been pumped from Stockton to 
Springfield since Stockton was implemented. During the drought periods of 1996, 2007, and 
2012, Springfield would not have had adequate water to meet demands without Stockton.   

As previously noted, this reallocation did not result in any more water coming out of the lake. It 
reallocated or redistributed the water storage within the lake. The overall system is still 
managed by the Corps to maintain the same surface level of the lake (867’). 
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CU does not always pump from Stockton Lake. In fact, some years it pumps little or no water 
from the lake because its other sources are adequate. Water is pumped only when other 
sources cannot meet customer demand (see Appendix A). 

When CU received their reallocation of water storage there were concerns from local residents 
that the level of the lake would drop over time.  This has not been the case. The annual average 
surface level of the lake has been constant at 867 feet.  

Variations in Lake Levels 

The surface level of Stockton Lake does vary from month to month over the course of each 
year, but CU’s withdrawals have an insignificant effect on the surface level variation, as 
illustrated in the graph below. The graph’s blue line shows the average annual high and low 
lake surface level (variation high to low per year) since Stockton Lake fully filled in 1970 (it took 
a couple of years to fill). Again, while there is variability each year due to a number of factors, 
the average annual surface level has remained constant over the years because of the Corps 
management of the lake.  

 

 

Stockton Lake Surface Level Variations from 1970* Compared to CU Withdrawals 1996 – 2016** 

 
*Lake level variance data is from Corps of Engineers (gauge at Stockton dam) (Appendix A) 

**CU withdrawal amounts are from City Utilities of Springfield (Appendix A) 

 

The graph’s red line shows the amount, in feet, that CU has pumped from the lake for each year 
since it received its reallocation. It’s clear that the annual variations of lake level, from high to 
low, have existed since the lake was formed, and continue in similar profile after CU’s 
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reallocation.  This is because the water storage from which CU made its withdrawals would 
have been used previously by the former beneficial use. The storage was reallocated. 

CU Withdrawals from Stockton and Variance in Lake Level 

Though lower lake levels are sometimes attributed to the use of water by CU for water supply, 
the vastly greater impacts come from other variables like precipitation (or lack thereof), 
evaporation, run-off, and other uses of water storage such as flood control and power 
generation.  More importantly, CU withdrawals would have been used to generate power if 
they had not been reallocated.   

In addition, the amount of lake surface variance does not correlate to CU withdrawals.  The 
year in which the most variance occurred was 1973. That year the high was 885.94 feet and the 
low was 861.08, a difference of 24.86 feet - and it occurred before CU received its reallocation. 
The year when the variance was its lowest was 1970, when the high was 841.6 and the low was 
839.6, a variance of only 2 feet – again, before CU received its reallocation.  

The two years when CU’s withdrawal rate was highest were years when the variance was 
relatively small. The two years when CU’s withdrawal rate has been the lowest were years 
when the variance was mixed.  In 2009 CU withdrew no water at all from Stockton Lake, yet the 
variance of the lake was 6.66 feet (high of 873.5’ and low of 866.84). In 2016 CU withdrew no 
water at all from Stockton Lake, yet the variance of the lake was 21.94 feet (high of 884.17 and 
low of 862.23).  

Although CU does not always pump water from Stockton Lake, there have been times of critical 
need (1996, 2007, 2012) when severe conservation measures would have been required if not 
for the supplemental supply CU has through Stockton Lake.  

Replicating Success for S.W. Missouri Regional Water Supply 
Clarence Cannon Wholesale Water Commission and City Utilities of Springfield’s Stockton Lake 
water project serve as examples for Tri-State Water Coalition. Having received a reallocation of 
water storage in Mark Twain Lake and Stockton Lake, these water providers developed intakes, 
treatment, pipes, pump stations and other necessary infrastructure to deliver water to citizens. 
This water is critical during drought and can be used to meet peak demand in growing 
communities. 

What Clarence Cannon has done for communities in 14 counties in northeast Missouri, and CU 
has done for Springfield citizens, Tri-State Coalition seeks to do for a 16-county region in 
Southwest Missouri.  Not all communities will opt to take water. Those communities that do 
agree to participate in projects will fund the effort and benefit from the results, insuring 
adequate water supply for their future. 

Preparing for Drought 
The 1954 drought of record put tremendous strain on regional water suppliers.  Though most 
drought periods are not as extreme as 1954, the substantial increase in demands since that 
time has added significant pressure on both groundwater and surface water resources in 
Southwest Missouri.   
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During the drought of 2012, which was much less severe than the drought of 1954, City Utilities 
relied heavily on their surface water allocation from Stockton Lake to replenish their falling 
municipal lake levels.  The utility requested voluntary conservation from residents and 
businesses during that time and did see a decline in demand to conserve water. 

Similarly, the City of Joplin’s water provider, Missouri American Water Company, was forced to 
adjust supplies in 2012 by adding 2 feet of emergency dam to Grand Falls (their intake site) to 
offer an additional 68 million gallons of supply. They also requested voluntary conservation 
during that time and saw a decline in demand to conserve water. 

Many communities within the Southwest Missouri Region were on the threshold of taking 
drastic measures in 2012. That summer the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture declared all 114 counties 
of Missouri a disaster area as a result of drought.  

http://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/data/pdf/20120821/20120821_mo_trd.pdf   

 

 

 

Missouri’s Governor approved a cost-share program to drill or deepen wells or expand 
irrigation systems and received 11,000 applications within two weeks.  Southwest Missouri 
counties, which have the most livestock and poultry farms in the state, had the largest number 
of cost-share projects approved.  Newton County had the most: 164. 
https://dnr.mo.gov/pubs/TheDroughtOf2012.pdf 

And that was a relatively short drought, indicating that future drought periods will lead to 
significant strain on the regional water supply. Data compiled by the state demographer, Pat 

http://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/data/pdf/20120821/20120821_mo_trd.pdf
https://dnr.mo.gov/pubs/TheDroughtOf2012.pdf
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Guinan (Extension/University of Missouri), indicate that 2012 was a mild drought compared to 
what we have faced in the past and will inevitably face again in the future.   

 

 

 
Water providers must plan to have enough water to meet peak demand during drought 
conditions. Typically, the drought of record (the worst recorded drought since compilation of 
meteorologic and hydrologic data began) is used to define severe drought in an area for 
planning purpose. Applying severe drought conditions, and adjusting for projected population 
and business growth, produces an estimate of the future peak demand during drought for a 
planning period within a region.   Once the projected future demand during drought is 
calculated, it is compared against existing water supplies to assess whether or not there is a gap 
between existing supplies and the amount it will take to meet projected future demand. For 
Southwest Missouri those calculations have been applied and gaps between supply and future 
demand have been defined. The bar graph below shows these gaps on a per-capita (per person) 
basis. See the Southwest Missouri Water Resource Study Phase III for additional water demand 
gap projections.  

http://tristatewater.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/10/Phase-III-2-of-3-compressed.pdf 

 

http://tristatewater.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/10/Phase-III-2-of-3-compressed.pdf
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Summary: Research to Date 
Tri-State Water Coalition has worked collaboratively with our Southwest Missouri member 
communities, the Corps of Engineers, Missouri Department of Natural Resources, and engaged 
several engineering firms, to develop the foundation of information needed to evaluate current 
and future supply, current and future demand, regional gaps to 2060, potential future water 
supply sources, reallocation requirements, conservation scenarios, current infrastructure 
capacities, future infrastructure needs, potential transmission routes, rate impacts, economic 
drivers, and planning level costs. Below is a summary of our technical studies to date, their 
sponsors and costs, along with general findings. 

 

 

Technical Studies, Sponsors, and Costs Related to  

Acquisition of Additional Water Supply for Southwest Missouri  

In Chronological Order, to Date (2003 -  8/1/18) 

   

DATE STUDY TITLE ENGINEERING SPONSOR(S) COST 

2003 Source of Supply 
Investigation for 
Joplin Missouri 

Whitman & Assoc. Missouri 
American Water 
Company 

 

$150,000 

This study developed a hydro-geologic model of the Ozark Aquifer in Jasper and Newton 
Counties in Southwest Missouri.  The purpose of the study was to investigate a number of 
issues related to water supply, in particular the ability of the Ozark Aquifer to sustain long-
term population growth in the Joplin area.  

Summary points 

 Additional pumping and water level data is needed to manage the ground water 
supply. 

 The Ozark Aquifer may be unable to satisfy demand during an extended drought. 
That limit may come within 10 – 15 years for some parts of the Tri-State Water 
footprint.  

 Ideally, the aquifer should be used as a peaking supply versus a sole source of 
water supply. 

 An additional long term water supply source should be developed. 
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2006 Tri-State Coalition 
Water Supply 
Study 

USACE / Black and 
Veatch 

Tri-State Water 

 

$50,000 

 

Corps of 
Engineers Little 
Rock District 

$50,000 

This study evaluated future water needs of the Joplin metropolitan area, identified sources to 
meet those needs through the year 2050, and identified infrastructure necessary for 
implementation.   

Summary points 

 Rivers and streams do not have sufficient flow to meet long-term demand without 
the construction of an additional reservoir. 

 Ground water (the Ozark Aquifer) is not a strong option due to decreasing levels 
and potential contamination in some parts of the footprint. 

 Additional source options included Grand Lake, Table Rock Lake, Stockton Lake, 
Truman Lake, a combination of those lakes, or one or more new reservoirs.  

 The best opportunities for additional regional water supply were defined as Grand 
Lake, Table Rock Lake, Stockton Lake, and/or a new reservoir. 

 

2009 Water Supply 
Reservoir 
Screening Study 

Freese & Nichols Tri-State Water 
(through City of 
Monett)  

 

$100,000 

 

MDNR $100,000 

This study identified potential sites for new reservoirs. 

Summary points 

 It would not be economically feasible to construct one reservoir to serve the 
entire region. 

 Fourteen potential sites were defined. 

 Ten potential sites to supply the western side of Tri-State Water’s footprint, 
assuming Joplin as a treatment and distribution point. 

 Four potential sites to supply the eastern side of the footprint, assuming 
Springfield as a treatment and distribution point. 

 

2010 Water Supply 
Reservoir 
Screening Study 
Supplemental 

Freese & Nichols Tri-State Water 

 

$22,600 
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The preferred sites identified in the original reservoir study would not provide economical 
water for the Pittsburg and Lamar areas so the consultant was asked to further investigate 
sites for those areas. 

Summary points 

 Three potential reservoir sites were investigated in more detail (two north of 
Joplin, between Lamar and Pittsburg, and one south of Joplin (an off-stream 
reservoir on Shoal Creek). 

 The possibility of withdrawal of water from below Stockton Dam was also 
evaluated. 

 

 

Planning Assistance to States (PAS) Studies and Reallocation Studies Begin: 

 

2012 Phase I Water 
Demand Study 

USACE / CDM 
Smith 

Corps of 
Engineers  
Kansas City 
District 

 

$55,000 

 

Corps of 
Engineers Little 
Rock District 

 

$100,000 

 

MDNR 

 

$155,000 

 

This forecast was designed to improve the understanding of current and estimated future 
water use or demand within publically-supplied residential and non-residential, self-supplied 
residential and non-residential, and agricultural water use sectors in a sixteen county region 
of Southwest Missouri.  

Phase I provided an analysis of both existing and future water demand for each of the sixteen 
individual counties in the region, that is, how much water will be needed. 

Conservation scenarios were considered, with level I defining modest conservation and level 
II defining more assertive conservation. 
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Summary points 

 Under baseline conditions, that is, no additional conservation measures, estimated 
system-wide demand under the medium growth scenario increases from 339.1 to 
464.0 MGD, an increase of 36.8%. Water demand for the entire region is estimated to 
increase between 49.2 MGD and 245.0 MGD between 2010 and 2060, given the three 
different population growth scenarios. The total daily water demand in 2060 for the 
sixteen county region is estimated to grow to 388.3 MGD for the low growth scenario 
and up to 584.3 MGD for the high growth scenario.  

 Demand projections for the medium-growth scenario (from 339 MGD to 464 MGD) 
indicate an increased demand for the region of 125 MGD, which is nearly a 40 percent 
increase in water demand over the next 50 years. 

 Conservation can be part of the solution, but we cannot conserve our way out of 
needing an additional water supply. Under conservation scenario I (moderate) water 
demands are estimated to decrease by 1-3% annually. Under conservation scenario II 
(substantial) water demands are expected to be reduced by 4-7% annually. 
Conservation alone would add only a few years before demand exceeds supply. 

 

2014 Phase II Water 
Supply/Gap Study 

USACE / CDM 
Smith 

Corps of 
Engineers Kansas 
City District 

 

$50,000 

 

Corps of 
Engineers Little 
Rock District 

 

$175,000 

 

MDNR $225,000 
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The Phase II study evaluated groundwater and surface water supply sources and availability 
through the year 2060, followed by a gap analysis to identify counties and areas that may 

experience either 
water supply 
shortages or 
unreliable sources 
of water in the 
future. This study 
provided a planning-
level evaluation 
addressing both the 
short-term and long-
term water supply 
availability as well as 
a preliminary 
investigation of 
supply 
infrastructure 
capacity for the 
region. 

      

             Summary Points 

 The 16-county Tri-State footprint was 
disaggregated into four sub-regions.  

 Region 1, the Joplin metro area     
down to the Arkansas line, is the area 
of greatest need.  

 Region 2, the Springfield metro area 
down to Branson, has the second 
greatest need.   

 Region 3, Taney County, has the third 
greatest need. 

 Region 4, overall was found to have no 
pressing water supply needs to 2060, although brackish water is a concern. 

 Without additional supply there is not sufficient available source water in southwest 
Missouri to meet projected future demand during drought.  

 During times of drought the combination of existing sources fall short of demands for 
the total region as early as 2030 by as much as 6 mgd in September growing to a 
deficit of 83 mgd in 2060. Disaggregated, Region 1 would currently have a deficit if 
conditions similar to those during the drought of record (1954) occurred.  

 Regionally, surface water sources, which could supplement local sources, do exist 
(Corps lakes, for example). However, the infrastructure to capture, store, treat and 
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deliver this water is not in place currently to meet impending demands during 
drought and for peak demand. 

 Groundwater use is limited by well interference, local declines, and several 
documented cones of depression at Joplin, Springfield and Branson, as well as slow 
recharge rates, particularly to the west, and continued aquifer desaturation. 

 An assessment by county of existing treatment capacities was completed to help align 
future supply considerations with known infrastructure needs. Deficits for meeting 
projected future peak demand were calculated. 

 To address surface water and groundwater availability in both normal and drought 
conditions, five management scenarios were applied to the gap analysis. 

 There is currently not a groundwater policy in Missouri that would limit groundwater 
withdrawals.  Therefore, drought and growing peak demand are the controlling 
factors for future supply gap. 

 For the gap analysis, water demands reflected the use sectors of public supply, self-
supplied residential, and self-supplied industrial, not including agricultural.  

 Reallocated water supply storage that would be required to provide a given firm yield 
through the drought of record was evaluated for Stockton, Table Rock, and Pomme de 
Terre. 
 

2016 Technical Memo: 
S.W. MO 
Summary of 
Phases  

USACE / CDM Corps of 
Engineers Kansas 
City District 

 

 Provided a summary of the previous phases of study related to the Stockton Lake 
reallocation study and the alternatives analysis for Table Rock and Pomme de Terre 
Lakes.  

 By county, defined the water supply gap in available water versus what is needed to 
meet the future demands of the region. 
 

2017 Technical Memo: 
S.W. MO Water 
Delivery Systems, 
Hydraulic Analysis 
of Alternatives 

USACE / CDM Corps of 
Engineers Kansas 
City District 

 

 Defined the 2060 water gaps and defined associated reallocation amounts for the Tri-
State Water members. 

 Provided alternatives to supply additional water from either Stockton Lake or a 
combination of Stockton Lake and Pomme de Terre Lake.   

 Water treatment and transmission systems were preliminarily sized and planning 
level costs were presented for the alternatives identified. 
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2015 - 2018 Phase III 
Southwest 
Missouri Water 
Resource Study 

USACE / CDM 
Smith 

Corps of 
Engineers Little 
Rock district 

 

$150,000 

 

MDNR $150,000 

 

A key element was the development of a Project Management Plan (PMP) for a path forward 
to define the roles and responsibilities involved for both the Kansas City District and Little 
Rock District in evaluating the overall regional water distribution opportunities for Stockton, 
Pomme de Terre, and Table Rock Lakes.  

Summary points 

 Provided planning level evaluation of Table Rock Lake as a potential source of water 
for the Southwest Missouri region. 

 Provided an assessment of existing drinking water treatment facilities in the region. 

 Provided an environmental assessment and environmental impact statements review. 

 Provided water supply gap demands for utilities in Southwest Missouri to 2060, 
including associated reallocation amounts for Coalition members. 
 

 Provided an overview of the preliminary treatment and transmission alternatives and 
planning level costs for Table Rock Lake (Stockton Lake supply was considered 
separately). 

 

2014, 2015, 
2016, 2017, 
2018 

Stockton Lake 
Reallocation 
Study  

USACE / CDM 
Smith 

Corps of 
Engineers Kansas 
City District 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Tri-State Water 

2014 - 
$250,000 

2015 – 
$250,000 

2016 – 
$297,000 

2017 – 
$297,000 

2018 –  

$225,000  

$150,000  

 

 

Being able to start the Stockton Lake reallocation analysis in 2014 with 100 percent federal 
funding of $250,000 was an important next step in identifying future water supply options for 
Southwest Missouri. Annual funding has continued through the Corps of Engineers KC District 
FY14 - FY18, with Tri-State Water contributing $150,000 toward FY18.  
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The engineering contracts for Phase I, II, III, the Project Management Plan (PMP), and the 
reallocation studies have been with CDM Smith. The Stockton Reallocation scope focuses 
primarily on reallocation issues associated with a proposed Stockton Lake reallocation of 
water supply storage, which includes a variety of analyses, including evaluating the potential 
impacts to other authorized purposes at Stockton Lake.   

Secondary consideration for Pomme de Terre Lake, which is also in the Osage Basin, is 
evaluated as a potential alternative to meet the gap in the water supply needs; however, a 
more comprehensive review of a Pomme de Terre reallocation will be evaluated and 
analyzed under the Pomme de Terre Reallocation Study.  

             Items of work that are completed and/or underway. 

 Model review and verification for impact analysis of storage reallocation. The Kansas 
City District Water Management Section, working in conjunction with the U.S. Corps 
Hydropower Analysis Center (HAC) in Portland, Oregon, completed a preliminary 
analysis of the reallocation impacts on hydropower for Stockton Reservoir and other 
hydropower systems in the basin.  

 Continued refinement of the Project Management Plan (PMP), an overarching 
framework which outlines planning steps for Southwest Missouri’s supply and 
reallocation studies. 

 Alternative sources of water evaluated. 

 Impacts to current beneficial users evaluated. 

 Environmental impacts evaluated. 

 Costs evaluated. 

 Defined alignment alternatives for the Stockton Lake water supply systems designed 
to meet 2060 demands.  These alternatives assume that a reallocation at Stockton 
Lake is approved.  An additional alternative was added to each of the three 
alternatives identifying Pomme de Terre Lake as a third supplemental source.   

o Alternative 1 – raw water to Springfield as a central hub. 
o Alternative 2 – raw water to three regional water treatment plants. 
o Alternative 3 – raw water to two regional water treatment plants and finished 

water sales only. 
 

2017  Pomme de Terre 
Initial Assessment 

USACE / CDM 
Smith 

Corps of 
Engineers Kansas 
City District 

$25,000 

The Initial Assessment provided preliminary reallocation study information, such as, the 
Kansas City District has the authority to evaluate a water supply storage reallocation based 
on the 1958 Water Supply Act, as amended.  The reallocation would be approved by the 
Assistant Secretary of the Army for Civil Works (ASA(CW)). Preliminary information also 
included potential future-without project conditions, alternatives to meet the gap in the 
water supply needs for the projected future population, and initial set-up of necessary 
models (which would be further evaluated and refined when funds are received under a 
Pomme de Terre Reallocation study).  
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2017 Pomme de 
Terre 
Reallocation 
Study 

USACE / CDM 
Smith 

Corps of 
Engineers 
Kansas City 
District 

$297,000 

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the impacts to the authorized purposes for 
municipal and industrial water supply storage reallocation at Pomme de Terre Lake for the 
future needs of the Southwest Missouri region, in particular the members of Tri-State 
Water Resources Coalition. 

 

2018 Rate Study, 
Economic 
Impact Analysis, 
Timing & 
Staging of 
Demand Study 

USACE / CDM / 
MDNR 

Corps of 
Engineers 
Kansas City 
District 

 

MDNR 

 

Tri-State Water 
Coalition 

$40,000 

 

 

 

$10,000 

 

 

$30,000 

The financial evaluation of the water rate study for Southwest Missouri will focus on the 
steps needed to develop a method of distributing both existing costs and future costs to 
joint users of the proposed water system from Stockton Lake. The objective of this study is 
to determine the capital and operating cost impacts of existing water facilities available for 
joint use as well as those for future projects necessary for the ability to provide capacity 
needs. It will also evaluate economic impacts related to water supply availability, and the 
timing of demands within the region. 

 
 

Collaborative Partners 
As already noted, to move reallocation requests forward Tri-State Water Coalition has worked 
collaboratively with two key partners: the Corps of Engineers and Missouri Department of 
Natural Resources (MDNR) Water Resources Center.  

Two separate Corps districts, Kansas City District and Little Rock District, along with MDNR’s 
Water Resources Center have been willing to cooperate based on the geographic area to be 
served rather than the strict boundaries of their districts, allowing us to operate more 
effectively. Through this cooperation, regional, state and federal funds have been used more 
efficiently. 

The following table shows the previously described studies sorted by Corps district and with 
their respective funding. An important source of funding has been a program called Planning 

To read these studies in full go to www.tristatewater.org and click on the Research tab. 

http://www.tristatewater.org/
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Assistance to States in which federal funds from the Kansas City District and Little Rock District 
have been matched 50-50 with non-federal funds from the State of Missouri through the 
Missouri Department of Natural Resources, and Tri-State Water Coalition. Studies done prior to 
the start of PAS studies are included in the Kansas City District column and designated *. 

 

Technical Studies, Sponsors, and Costs Related to Acquisition of  
Additional Water Supply for Southwest Missouri,  

Sorted by Army Corps of Engineers District 
 

 
CORPS OF ENGINEERS KANSAS CITY DISTRICT 

STATE OF MISSOURI / DNR 
TRI-STATE WATER COALITION 

MISSOURI AMERICAN WATER CO. 
 

* Prior to PAS and Reallocation 

 
CORPS OF ENGINEERS LITTLE ROCK DISTRICT 

STATE OF MISSOURI / DNR 
TRI-STATE WATER COALITION 

 

Source of Supply Investigation(2003)* 
Missouri American Water Co. - $150,000 

 

 

 Tri-State Coalition Water Supply Study 
(2006)* 

Tri-State - $50,000 
COE LR - $50,000  

 
Water Supply Study Total - $100,000 

 

Reservoir Screening Study (2009)* 
Tri-State Water $100,000 

MDNR $100,000 
 

Reservoir Screening Study Total - $200,000 
 

 

Reservoir Screening Supplemental (2010)* 
Tri-State Water $22,600 

 

 

Phase I Water Demand Study (2011) (PAS) 
 COE KC - $55,000 
 MDNR - $55,000 

 
    Phase I Total - $110,000  

 

Phase I Water Demand Study (2011) (PAS) 
 COE LR- $100,000 
 MDNR- $100,000 

 
    Phase I Total- $200,000 

 

Phase II Water Supply/Gap Study (2012)(PAS) 
 COE KC -   $50,000 

Phase II Water Supply/Gap Study (2012)(PAS) 
 COE LR- $175,000 
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 MDNR  -  $50,000 
 

    Phase II Total  -$100,000 
 

 MDNR- $175,000 
 

    Phase II Total -$350,000 
 

 Phase III S.W. MO Water Resource Study 
(2015)(PAS) 

 COE LR- $150,000 
 MDNR- $150,000 

 
     Phase III Total -$300,000 

 

Rate Study and Economic Impact Analysis 
(2018) (PAS) 

COE KC - $40,000 
MDNR - $10,000 

Tri-State Water Coalition - $30,000 
 

Rate Study Total - $80,000 
 

 

     PAS and Prior  
Corps KC PAS Fed Funds- $145,000  

     MDNR PAS & Prior Funds- $215,000 
Tri-State PAS & Prior Funds - $152,600 

Missouri American Water Prior - $150,000 
 

PAS and Prior 
Corps LR PAS & Prior Fed Funds - $475,000  

MDNR PAS Funds- $425,000 
Tri-State Water Prior - $50,000 

 

SUBTOTAL: PAS & PRIOR FUNDS TO 8/1/18 - 
$662,600 

 

SUBTOTAL: PAS & PRIOR FUNDS TO 8/1/18 - 
$950,000 

 
Stockton Reallocation Study (2014 - present) 

 COE KC All Fed Funds FY14- $250,000 
 COE KC All Fed Funds FY15- $250,000 
COE KC All Fed Funds FY16 - $297,000 
COE KC All Fed Funds FY17 - $297,000 

COE KC Fed Funds FY18 - $225,000 
Tri-State Contributed Funds FY18 - $150,000  

 
STOCKTON TO 8/1/18 - $1,469,000  

 

 
The Table Rock Lake Reallocation Study was 
approved, and funding assigned, but then 
postponed until a Corps study of the entire 
White River System is completed. 

Pomme de Terre Initial Assessment  (2015) 
 COE KC All Fed Funds FY15- $25,000 

 
(Note: This lake was added for consideration in 2014.) 
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Pomme de Terre Reallocation Study (2017) 
COE KC All Fed Funds FY17 $297,000 

 
POMME DE TERRE TO 8/1/18 - $322,000 

 

 

TO DATE (8/1/18)(PAS, Prior & Reallocation) 
 

Kansas City District (PAS & Reallocation) 
$1,786,000 

MDNR (PAS & Prior)  
$215,000 

Tri-State Water (PAS, Prior & Reallocation) 
$302,600 

Missouri American Water Co (Prior) 
$150,000 

TOTAL KANSAS CITY DISTRICT 

COLLABORATION  

 $2,453,600 

 

TO DATE (8/1/18) (PAS, Prior) 
 

Little Rock District (PAS & Prior)    
$475,000  

MDNR (PAS)  
425,000 

Tri-State Water (Prior)  
$50,000 

 
 

TOTAL LITTLE ROCK DISTRICT 

COLLABORATION 

 $950,000 

 

Total Contributions Toward All Water Supply Studies for Southwest 
Missouri by Sponsor, as of 8/1/18 
The Coalition has been able to leverage local dollars effectively with state and federal agency 
dollars, providing much of the cost for technical studies to date. Contributions to Tri-State 
Coalition studies to date:  

 

Tri-State Water Resource Coalition 

                              (2006, 2009, 2010, 2018 studies) 

$352,600 

Missouri American Water Company 

                              (2003 study) 

$150,000 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Little Rock District 

                              (2006, PAS studies) 

$475,000 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Kansas City District 

                              (PAS, initial assessment & reallocation studies) 

$1,786,000 

 

Missouri Department of Natural Resources 

 (2009, PAS, 2018 studies) 

$640,000 

TOTAL INVESTMENT AS OF 8/1/18 $3,403,600 
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Next Steps and Timeline for Reallocation Study for Stockton Lake 
There are four primary milestones in the Corps reallocation analysis and approval process.  
1. Alternatives analysis - Corps Vertical Team (reps. from different layers of the Corps).  

a.  In July, 2018, the Corps narrowed the alternatives for Stockton Lake water supply 
reallocation from ten water source options to three.  

2. Tentative selected plan.  
a. Decision of which alternative to move forward. As of 7/1/18 the projected date 

for a tentatively selected plan is March of 2019.* 
 b. Financial certification (e.g., ability to pay) required at this juncture. 
3. Agency decision.  

a.  As of 7/1/18 the date for an agency decision is projected to be October of 2019.* 
4. Approval by Assistant Secretary of the Army for Civil Works (ASA(CW)).  

a.  As of 7/1/18 the date projected for a Director’s Report is January of 2020.* 
 

* These dates are subject to change depending on funding and staff availability. 
 
Provided the tentatively selected plan is a decision to approve reallocated water storage from 
Stockton Lake, the Coalition will move forward with funding options and the Corps 
Headquarters and Assistant Secretary of the Army for Civil Works will review the request.  A 
reallocation is final when signed by the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Civil Works.  

Upcoming Costs Related to Reallocation of Water Storage 
As previously noted, when organizations receive reallocated storage space in a Corps of 
Engineers lake they agree to pay for that storage. They also agree to pay a proportional share of 
the operation and maintenance costs for the lake.  This would be the case for Tri-State Coalition 
and SWMO Regional Water Commission. 

Regarding cost of storage and cost of operations and maintenance for the current reallocation 
requests: The Corps cannot determine what the cost will be until their reallocation report is 
finished.  It also cannot yet define future operations and maintenance costs.  

Comparable projects have been reviewed to gain a ball-park idea of eventual costs to Tri-State 
Coalition and SWMO Regional Water for reallocated storage space, along with operation and 
maintenance expenses (see Comparable Projects, Appendix B).  

In addition to the cost for water storage, and operations and maintenance, additional costs are 
anticipated. Based on the experience of other regional water commissions, funds will be 
needed toward the end of the reallocation request process to pay for a variety of tasks 
including finalization of technical analyses and reviews, defining right of way and infrastructure 
needs, developing take or pay commitments/contracts, pursuing funding options, as well as 
looking ahead to preliminary system planning and design. The Coalition will continue to seek 
state and federal funds to help local dollars go further. 
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With federal dollars in short supply, and a long backlog of projects waiting for funding, the 
Corps of Engineers shifted, in 2012, to a model of funding which allows stakeholders to 
contribute funds to projects like reallocation requests, increasing the likelihood of their 
completion. Although the Corps’ goal is to complete water reallocation request studies in three 
years, they often take longer. For the Stockton Lake reallocation study years FY14, FY15, FY16 
and FY17 were paid entirely through Kansas City District federal funds. For FY18 Tri-State 
Coalition contributed $150,000 of the total, and will continue to contribute funds as needed to 
complete the study.   

The first large financial commitment for a regional water project in Southwest Missouri will be 
financing the cost of water storage. Provided the Corps of Engineers approves the request for 
storage, the Coalition will then negotiate a contract with the Corps and also seek funding to pay 
for the storage. The Corps offers the option to amortize payments for up to 30 years if the 
Coalition chooses to use that funding mechanism. 

Once the supply is secured, the SWMO Regional Water Commission will further investigate 
costs related to intakes, pipes, pump stations, transmission routes, distribution networks, data 
management, and finance. A project will proceed once participants are satisfied and are ready 
to contract together to build a project.  

It is important to note that although debt will be required to secure the water supply and pay 
for up-front capital project costs, the system, once built, is anticipated to pay for itself once 
water flows and revenues are generated.  The goal is to create a self-supporting regional water 
commission from rates and revenue.  

Conservation: the Cheapest “New” Water We Can Find 
Water conservation activities have been considered as a means to reduce potential future gaps 
between water supply and demand. The cheapest water is the water that we conserve. Part of 
our study process has been an evaluation of how conservation practices in the region might 
impact the projected future water demand and supply gap. 

In the Phase I study, two distinct conservation scenarios were developed to assess the impacts 
of potential future conservation activities on regional publically supplied municipal and 
industrial water demands.   

These scenarios were developed based on the most progressive regional conservation practices 
being used in the region (currently in place through City Utilities of Springfield). While there are 
much stricter conservation practices - in western states, for example - it was decided that the 
most stringent conservation currently practiced in the region was a reasonable benchmark for 
conservation across the region.   

The scenarios included estimated savings from residential and commercial metering, leak 
detection programs, educational programs on water savings, residential water audits and 
commercial water audits. 

If the most progressive conservation practices currently being used in Southwest Missouri (by 
CU) were adopted by the region the future demand would grow more slowly.   However, the 
benefit would only add about five years to the time when additional sources are needed.  While 
a valuable goal, and part of the solution the Coalition will work toward, developing additional 
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water sources such as reallocated storage in Corps of Engineers lakes will be required to meet 
projected demands.  

Reducing Demand with Conservation: Gap Analysis, Supply vs Demand* 

 
*Source: Southwest Missouri Water Resource Study (Phase I), sponsored by Missouri Department of Natural 
Resources, Corps of Engineers Kansas City District and Little Rock Districts, and Tri-State Water Resource Coalition 

http://tristatewater.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/S-W-MO-Water-Demands-Study-2010-to2060-Final-1-7-
2013-Part-1.pdf 

State Level Planning Through Regional Water Supply Commissions 
Tri-State Water Coalition’s goal of creating a regional water supply provider for Southwest 
Missouri fits within a model of regional water supply planning and funding being used by the 
State of Missouri through the Department of Natural Resources, specifically the Water 
Resources Center (see map, below). https://dnr.mo.gov/geology/wrc/ 

Different parts of the state have very different water supply profiles.  About half the residents 
of the state get their water from the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers. Southeast Missouri has 
abundant groundwater and low population densities. The water story in north Missouri is quite 
different than in Southwest Missouri, but both these regions of the state need to develop 
regional water systems.   

In north Missouri the groundwater is scarce and of poor quality. The population is, for the most 
part, decreasing rather than increasing, but agriculture, communities, and select industries 
need supplemental surface water.  Communities are smaller, with fewer resources, and are 
interested in economic development.  

In Southwest Missouri the population growth and business development are squeezing water 
supplies, especially in areas with higher population and/or heavier water use. Additional 

http://tristatewater.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/S-W-MO-Water-Demands-Study-2010-to2060-Final-1-7-2013-Part-1.pdf
http://tristatewater.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/S-W-MO-Water-Demands-Study-2010-to2060-Final-1-7-2013-Part-1.pdf
https://dnr.mo.gov/geology/wrc/
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surface water sources are needed to protect sustainable use of the groundwater and to serve 
as a supplemental source during drought and to meet projected future demand.  

The State of Missouri has supported and facilitated the development of regional water systems 
to protect quality of life and economic sustainability for all citizens. Several already exist in 
north Missouri (see map, below).  

The Department of Natural Resources is responsible for preparing, implementing, and updating 
the Missouri State Water Plan.  Previous State Water Plans have given momentum to a number 
of regional water supply projects and studies. A review and revision of the State Water Plan is 
currently in progress (as of 2018).  Committee members for that revision include two 
representatives from Tri-State Water Coalition. 

Below are maps of the State of Missouri.  The first shows Missouri regional water supply study 
and project areas (including populations). The second shows projected percent change in 
population, 2000 – 2030 as calculated by the Missouri Office of Administration. 

 

 

 

Atchison 
County 
Wholesale 
Water 

Great Northwest 
Wholesale Water 

North Central 
E. Locust 
Creek 
Reservoir Clarence Cannon 

Wholesale Water 
Cameron 
Pipeline 

Little Otter 
Creek 

Tri-State Water & 
S.W. Missouri 
Regional Water 
Commission 

 

Howard Co. 

2010 * 2030 ** 

150,168 154,459 

9,424 10,633 

122,836 132,886 

5,685 5,280 

10,144 10,307 

71,872 70,880 

107,130 99,139 

815,311 1,020,047 

 

 
 
 
 

 
* 
http://archive.oa.mo.gov/bp/pdffiles/MoCoPop
2000-2010.pdf 
 
** 
http://archive.oa.mo.gov/bp/projections/TotalP
op.pdf 

http://archive.oa.mo.gov/bp/pdffiles/MoCoPop2000-2010.pdf
http://archive.oa.mo.gov/bp/pdffiles/MoCoPop2000-2010.pdf
http://archive.oa.mo.gov/bp/projections/TotalPop.pdf
http://archive.oa.mo.gov/bp/projections/TotalPop.pdf
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Communications: Education and Advocacy 
Education and advocacy are core components of Tri-State Water Coalition’s work.  Since a 
collection of community volunteers decided to look into the issue of water supply for 
Southwest Missouri in 2001, through incorporation in 2003, up until today, educating people 
about water supply issues and advocating for additional water supply for Southwest Missouri 
have been primary goals.  Community, agency, and elected leadership changes frequently.  Tri-
State’s continuing goal is education and advocacy within every layer of leadership in Southwest 
Missouri, the State of Missouri, and at the federal level.  

Federal 

At the federal level Tri State communicates with the congressional delegation (Senators, 
Representatives, and their staff), the Corps of Engineers Headquarters and also the national 
Institute for Water Resources (IWR), relevant Senate and House committee staff, Southwest 
Power Resources Association, the Interstate Council on Water Policy, the National Water 
Supply Association, One Water for America, and relevant federal agencies, such as the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 
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State 

At state level the goal is to reach out to all agency and elected officials, business and 
community leaders, as well as members of the general public, who might be interested in, or 
help advocate for, our mission of providing adequate, affordable, long-term water supply for 
Southwest Missouri.  

Tri State continues to work productively with the Army Corps of Engineers offices in Kansas City 
and Little Rock. 

Tri State continues to work productively with the Missouri Department of Natural Resources 
Water Resources Center in Jefferson City. 

The Coalition continues to talk with several agencies at state level, in particular about funding 
opportunities, including Department of Agriculture – Rural Development (regional office), 
Missouri Department of Economic Development, Missouri Department of Natural Resources, 
and the Environmental Improvement and Energy Resources Authority (EIERA). 

Regional 

Regionally, the Coalition supports member initiatives and participates in meetings and events 
for Ozarks Water Watch, Watershed Committee of the Ozarks, the Multi-Basin Partnership, the 
Future of Water Committee, the Harry S Truman Coordinating Council, and the Southwest 
Missouri Council of Governments.  

Counties 

Counties are not in the water supply business, like municipalities and water supply districts are, 
but they have a big stake in the adequate availability of affordable water supply and are 
thought leaders for their communities so the Coalition maintains ties with county 
commissioners in the region. 

Municipalities 

Some municipalities are in the water supply business and some are not, but they all have a 
strong interest in seeing adequate and affordable water supplies continue in Southwest 
Missouri. Most of the larger municipalities and water providers in Southwest Missouri are part 
of the Tri-State Coalition and SWMO Regional Water.   

Citizen Survey on Water Supply and Use 

As a decision about possible reallocation of water storage in Stockton Lake nears, 
communications will expand to increase the focus on the general public.  

To improve understanding of how citizens perceive water supply issues the Coalition 
commissioned a Citizen Survey on Water Supply and Use, completed in the spring of 2018 (see 
Appendix C).  The report is based on 3,287 surveys conducted in 104 communities throughout 
the 16-county footprint.  

(http://tristatewater.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Citizen-Survey-on-Water-Supply-Use-FINAL-6-3-2018.pdf ) 

http://tristatewater.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Citizen-Survey-on-Water-Supply-Use-FINAL-6-3-2018.pdf
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Annual Water Conference 

To speak to a large representation of regional water stakeholders, Tri-State Water Coalition has 
co-sponsored an annual water conference with Missouri State University since 2008. Keynote 
speakers from around the country have addressed the crowd. Participants from several states 
attend, representing utilities, agencies, elected officials, private business, nonprofits, and 
private citizens. Agendas include content about a wide variety of water related topics. 
http://tristatewater.org/?page_id=309 

 

Similar Regional Commissions and Projects 
The Coalition communicates with similar projects in Missouri and Arkansas, including:  

 Clarence Cannon Wholesale Water Commission, Northeast Missouri (Mark Twain Lake). 

 Great Northwest Wholesale Water Commission, Northwest Missouri (alluvial Wells near 

the Missouri River). 

 North Central Missouri Regional Water Commission, Northcentral Missouri (developing 

a reservoir on East Locust Creek). 

 Atchison County Wholesale Water Commission, the northwest tip of Missouri (alluvial 

wells near the Missouri River). 

 Tri-County Water Authority, Kansas City/Independence, Missouri (alluvial wells near the 

Missouri River). 

 Ozark Mountain Regional Public Water Authority, Diamond City, Arkansas (Bull Shoals 

Lake). 

 Beaver Water District, Lowell, Arkansas (Beaver Lake). 
 

Membership and Dues 
Tri-State Water Coalition is a 501c4 nonprofit. When first incorporated in 2003, the 
membership was from the Joplin metro area, including Miami, Oklahoma, and Pittsburgh, 
Kansas – hence the name, Tri-State Water Coalition.  Eventually the Kansas and Oklahoma 
members dropped out and the Missouri footprint expanded to include 16 southwest Missouri 
counties. 

Current Tri-State Water Coalition Board Members: 

1. Carthage Water & Electric - represented by Chuck Bryant and Jason Choate 

2. Christian County – represented by Ray Weter 

3. City of Branson - represented by Mike Ray and Loretta Bishop 

4. City of Joplin - represented by David Hertzberg  

5. City of Lamar - represented by Russ Worley 

http://tristatewater.org/?page_id=309
http://oldsite.tristatewater.org/ClarenceCannon.pdf
http://water.nwmorcog.org/waterCommision.html
http://www.ncmrwc.com/
http://www.newspressnow.com/localnews/29957436/detail.html
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6. City of Monett - represented by Skip Schaller and Dennis Pyle 

7. City of Mt. Vernon - represented by Joe Kelley 

8. City of Nixa - represented by Milton Dickensheet 

9. City of Republic – represented by David Cameron 

10. City of Springfield - represented by Errin Kemper 

11. City Utilities of Springfield - represented by Roddy Rogers 

12. Empire District Electric Co.  - represented by Drew Landoll 

13. Greene County - represented by Kevin Barnes 

14. Jasper County - represented by John Bartosh 

15. Missouri American Water Co. - represented by Matt Barnhart 

16. Pierce City – represented by Julie Johnson 

17. Stone County - represented by Dennis Woods 
 

Tri-State Water Coalition is funded through membership dues.   Membership is open to 
municipalities, counties, and water providers (both public and private). Membership dues for 
organizations that are water suppliers are calculated by taking the number of water 
connections they maintain and multiplying by half of the DNR primacy fee.  Counties and 
municipalities that are not water providers pay a flat $500.  Membership dues are collected 
annually, with new dues coming due in January of each year.  

Costs of the Coalition are relatively low and mostly related to technical studies and the single 
employee of the Coalition, its executive director, who was hired in 2010 and became the 
Coalition’s first and only staff. 

The Southwest Missouri Joint Municipal Water Utility Commission 
(SWMO Regional Water Commission) 
The Southwest Missouri Joint Municipal Water Utility Commission (SWMO Regional Water) is a 
group of public water suppliers who have pooled their efforts to develop future regional water 
supply and infrastructure to serve communities in Southwest Missouri. It is a Joint Municipal 
Utility Commission as established by Missouri law. The Joint Municipal Utility Commission Act, 
Sections 393.700 to 393.770 RSMo, authorizes municipalities, public water supply districts and 
other public sector entities of the State of Missouri to contract together and create a jointly 
owned public water utility. The SWMO Regional Water Commission is a governmental entity, 
constituting a political subdivision.  

The Commission was developed by the board of directors of Tri-State Water Resource Coalition 
but is now a separate organization with its own board of directors and separate finances. The 
Commission and the Coalition are legally separate organizations with companion goals. Tri-
State Water Coalition’s primary goal is to acquire additional water supply for Southwest 
Missouri as well as provide education and advocacy regarding water supply issues.  The SWMO 
Regional Water Commission’s primary goal is to implement water supply by building one or 
more infrastructure projects to deliver that water to regional communities.  
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Members of SWMO Regional Water must be public entities in Missouri, as stipulated by 
Missouri Law.  However, the water utility could sell water across state lines to Kansas, 
Oklahoma, and/or Arkansas if needed. 

Until a source of supply is acquired SWMO Regional Water will have a small scope, largely 
looking into the development of legal, financial, technical and administrative capacities with 
which to function once one or more projects are on the horizon. 

 

Current SWMO Regional Water Commission Board Members: 

City of Branson – represented by Mike Ray 

City of Carthage – represented by Chuck Bryant 

City of Joplin – represented by David Hertzberg 

City of Lamar – represented by Russ Worley 

City of Monett – represented by Skip Schaller 

City of Mt. Vernon – represented by Joe Kelley 

City of Nixa – represented by Milton Dickensheet 

City Utilities of Springfield – represented by Roddy Rogers 

For additional information about Tri-State Water Resource Coalition 
or Southwest Missouri Regional Water Commission 
 

Gail Melgren 

Executive Director, Tri-State Water Resource Coalition & 

SWMO Regional Water Commission 

2144 E. Republic Road #B103, Springfield, MO, 65804 

(417) 766-9499   gmelgren@tristatewater.org 

Securing Water for Our Future 
Visit www.swmojmuc.org 

Visit www.tristatewater.org 

  

 

 
 

 

mailto:gmelgren@tristatewater.org
http://www.swmojmuc.org/
http://www.tristatewater.org/
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Appendix A 
 

Hydrologic Data for Stockton Lake (measurements taken at Stockton Lake Dam)

Stockton Lake by the numbers: 

 

Top if Skimming Weir   845 

Full Flood Pool Elevation   892.0 

Multipurpose Pool Elevation  867.0 

Flood Control Storage (AC-FT)  779,549 

Usable Multipurpose Storage (AC-FT) 887,109  

Contributing Drainage Area (Sq. Mi.) 1,160 

Closure Date 23 Sep 1968 

Storage Began 12 Dec 1969 

Multipurpose Level Reached 18 Dec 1971 

From the Corps of Engineers Stockton Lake Office 
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Year Stockton Lake Maximum Annual Elevation Stockton Lake Minimum Annual Elevation 

1966     

1967     

1968 17 Nov 790.20   

1969 31 Dec 793.50   

1970 28 Dec 841.60 27 Aug 839.60 

1971 31 Dec 867.80 1 Jan 849.00 

1972 23-24 Apr 868.60 9 Nov 866.09 

1973 28 Apr 885.94 29 Sep 861.08 

1974 18 Mar 878.60 12 Oct 863.50 

1975 20 Mar 874.03 6 Jun 866.16 

1976 16 May 866.30 31 Dec 854.49 

1977 31 Dec 862.20 7 Feb 851.86 

1978 11 Apr 870.20 14 Nov 859.88 

1979 20 May 876.40 16 Jan 861.56 

1980 20-21 Apr 871.16 1 Dec 858.82 

1981 9 Dec 869.46 2 Feb 858.74 

1982 5 Jul 871.99 16 Nov 863.95 

1983 6 Mar 878.59 10 Oct 860.13 

1984 24 Apr 878.07 9 Oct 858.86 

1985 14 Mar 876.39 14 Oct 860.87 

1986 20 Nov 874.60 29 Sep 861.30 

1987 31 Dec 871.50 24 Nov 860.70 

1988 7-8 Apr 872.50 20 Nov 860.60 

1989 29 Mar 870.15 23-25 Dec 861.24 

1990 1-2 Jun 879.78 15 Jan 861.20 

1991 29 Jan 868.17 22 Jan 862.33 

1992 19 Dec 878.28 4 Nov 862.68 

1993 28 Sep 884.52 31 Dec 866.79 

1994 12 May 881.07 11 Sep 863.27 

1995 14 Jun 883.32 15 Dec 863.89 

1996 20 Nov 872.23 20 Mar 863.23 

1997 16 Mar 871.40 26 Nov 862.49 

1998 1 Apr 872.34 30 Sept 859.56 

1999 10 May 879.13 2 Dec 865.62 

2000 1 Aug 866.63 27 Dec 861.20 

2001 25-26 March 868.65 10 Jan 860.46 

2002 26 May 881.12 13-14 Dec 862.61 

2003 17 June 869.92 13 Dec 861.64 
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From the Corps of Engineers Stockton Lake office. 

Measurements taken at Stockton Lake dam.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2004 13 Dec 873.22 16 Jan 864.04 

2005 17 Jan 878.27 30 Dec 858.94 

2006 28 Dec 861.44 3 Mar 858.61 

2007 4 Jul 877.08 3 Jan 861.75 

2008 14 Apr 883.50  (crest 883.53) 2 Jan 864.75 

2009 19 May 873.50 4 Feb 866.84 

2010 24 May 874.80 29 Dec 864.48 

2011 3 May 874.84 2 Nov 861.79 

2012 4 May 870.89 12 Oct 861.24 

2013 13 Aug 876.96 29 Jan 860.21 

2014 27 Oct & 5 Nov 870.01 10 Feb  867.40 

2015 31 Dec 883.96  2 Mar 863.12 

2016 04 Jan 883.65 (Crest 884.17) 30 Dec 862.23 

CU Withdrawals in feet annually, 1996-2017 

    1996                    0.24 

    1997                    0.22 

    1998                    0.06 

    1999                    0.13 

    2000                    0.63 

    2001                    0.29 

    2002                    0.17 

    2003                    0.35 

    2004                    0.18 

    2005                    0.24 

    2006                    0.61 

    2007                    0.05 

    2008                    0.07 

    2009                         0 

    2010                   0.05 

    2011                   0.16 

    2012                   0.52 

    2013                   0.11 

    2014                   0.21 

    2015                   0.11 

    2016                        0 

    2017                   0.01 
           From City Utilities of Springfield 
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Appendix B 
Selected Projects from Missouri and 
Arkansas 

Water Supply Database from the Corps 
of Engineers Institute for Water 
Resources  

(Published April 2012) 
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